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Top Tips from Meetings 
 

Consider marking lambs using burdizzos and anaesthetic. Takes longer, but according to Iain, 

benefits include less chance of mis-mothering and improved condition of wether lambs “Previously 

my ewe lambs were heavier at sale time than the wethers. Moving to this system at marking has 

resulted in the wether lambs being the same, or better than the ewe lambs, with no other 

management differences” 
 

Before any Lime, Potash or Phosphate is applied to fields – always soil sample. Fertiliser 

and lime are expensive – you need to know what the soil requires otherwise you will be wasting 

money: 
 

Don’t put any lambs below 25kg onto a forage crop as they will not be able to digest this feed  

efficiently. Use your better lambs to graze the forage crop – you should see heaviest lambs 

beginning to finish in 2 – 3 weeks.  
 

Yorkshire Fog, Daisys and Buttercups may show you need to take action to improve your 

sward. Yorkshire Fog may indicate low pH; Daisys and Buttercups may indicate poor drainage. 
 

Bull heifers at least 65% of their mature weight eg 500 kg Highland cow, should be bulled at a 

minimum of 325kg. 
 

Fluke: Check your choice of fluke drug is treating the appropriate age of fluke. Do a test to ensure 

your fluke drug is working and no resistance has developed. Not all treatment failure is a results of 

resistance 
 

Soil Compaction: Next time your fields are waterlogged with standing water, take a spade out 

and dig down to see if it is the drains which are overcapacity due to the high rainfall, or if you 

actually have a surface compaction issue where the water is not getting through the first 2 or 3 

inches of soil and down into the drains. If there is surface compaction, aerate your soil. 
 
  



Aeration must be done on soil in suitable conditions. Going in when the soil is very wet may 

just smear the soil leaving holes that fill up with water not able to drain away. The soil needs to be 

dry enough to shatter or fracture, not smear. The objective of aeration is to break a surface 

compaction layer and create vertical fissures in the soil to let water away and let the soil breathe. 

 

Homebred replacements – tups and ewe lambs – provide the fastest way to improve the 

genetics of your flock. 

 

Pot ale is an excellent value alternative feed. But it can be a problem to handle, especially in cold 

weather. Suitable for feeding with straw, or deferred grazing. Not really suitable for feeding along 

with silage as protein levels are very high. 

 

Importance of Dry Matter. When buying in feed stuffs (particularly in an island location) – go for 

highest value Dry Matter possible to maximise haulage cost efficiency. Otherwise you are just 

transporting water. 

 

Supplement with phosphorus minerals 3 months prior to bulling to increase calving %.  

Cost £5/hd. 

 

Want to manage your grassland better?     Then pay more attention to your soils! 

a. You need to think long term – planning at least 2 years ahead for grassland 

improvements 

b. Dig soil pits in fields before reseeding/oversowing to assess soil structure 

c. Aim for set targets for pH (depends on soil type), Phosphate (moderate status), Potash 

(moderate status). 

 

Check Newly Sown Crops Regularly: 

Lots of time, effort and money is spent on getting a crop in the ground (grass or forage crop). It is 

well worth checking (walking through) these crops regularly as they establish to identify any 

possible problems early on and implement a solution. Otherwise the initial time and effort can be 

wasted. 

 

CAP Reform: 

Ensure that your lobbying organisation understand that it is essential that farmers and crofters on 

hill and uplands get a realistic payment for rough grazings. With many farms having only 10% of 

their land area as inbye, as small payment on the rough grazing could seriously impact the income 

of these businesses. Current rumours of a £12/ha rate for RGR is not enough.  

 

LFASS: Be aware of your current stocking density and impact on support payments – are you 

optimising your LFASS payments at the moment? Should you be considering increasing numbers 

in preparation for the new LFASS from 2014?  

 


